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Phone Lockers provide a solution for securely storing smartphones in schools and the workplace, among other  
establishments. Phone Lockers can also be used to store medications, keys, jewellery, and other small items. OLP’s Phone 
Lockers can be fitted with GPO’s allowing electronics to be charged while safely stored away.

Available in a 30 door or 60 door unit
Compartments are designed to store all types of smartphones
Compartments can be used to store other small items such as medications, keys, and jewellery
Can be fitted with GPO outlets for charging capabilities
Comes with a pad latch or keylock with a master key for opening
Flush-mounted doors with 180-degree opening capability
Name holder inserts for easy identification
Quality powder coated finish
10-year warranty

FEATURES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CODE DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

LK30T Steelco Phone Locker - 30 Door 940H x 900W x 225D
LK60T Steelco Phone Locker - 60 Door 1830H x 900W x 225D

STOCK COLOURS

Door unit colours can be customised to suit a certain theme or create an interesting design element. 

Custom colours available on request, contact your local sales representative for more information. 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

- Flush mounted doors with a 180° door opening capacity
- Units can be powered to act as a charging station
- Locker fronts have a name holder installed to provide quick identification
- Key Lock or Pad Latch as standard locking mechanisms
- Compartments are designed to accommodate all sizes of smart phones
- Units can be easily mounted on a wall or stand to improve the ease of use
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STANDARD LOCK OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT CUSTOMISATION

We have a wide variety of lock options to choose from, with varying features and locker compatibility. To discuss which 
locks would best suit your needs and your locker of preference, contact your local sales representative.  

1. Key Lock
2. Pad-latch Lock

A range of optional accessories to increase the lockers functionality.
• Sloping Top
• Locker Bench

• Locker Stand
• Locker Numbering

• Hanging Rail
• Shelf

• Plinths
• Clothes Hook

We focus on delivering products to our customers that meet their specific requirements. As a result of our manufac-
turing capabilities, if you’re looking for a custom size, colour or product, chances are we can do it! Contact your local 
sales representative for more information.


